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PICHA
PICHA is a marketplace that connects buyers to
content creators.
PICHA allows buyers to get modern Afrocentric
content.
With a professional team based in Accra, Cape
Town, Nairobi, and Seattle, PICHA curates,
manages, and promotes digital assets.
This guide is designed to help you know PICHA
and to provide resources.

One stop shop for
African/Black creativity
Creative agencies and marketers are always
looking for compelling visuals for their
communication, digital marketing, and
advertising needs. PICHA is able to offer them a
platform to search for the diversity our
communities have to offer.

Customers are able to license videos on PICHA
under the royalty-free license (RF). RF means
that a customer pays once to license your
content with the possibility of using it multiple
times.

PICHA for creatives
If you are a videographer or hobbyist over
18 years old and you own the rights to the
footage you've created, you are welcome to
join the PICHA community.

Being successful
Submit on a regular basis and learn
from what sells.
Spend time improving your craft
Keep an eye on trends (colors, topics,
subjects, etc..).
Be organized: plan your shoots, have
your release forms, make sure you add
relevant keywords.

#PICHAproud
- You can earn money doing what you love.
We pay a competitive royalty of 50% for
footages.

- Once your videos are curated and
approved, we promote them across our
network.

- When you contribute to PICHA, you can
also have the opportunity to reach a global
network of buyers.

Stand out
- Buyers are interested in lifestyle contents that are
beautiful and relatable. Focus on everyday life scenes
with people who are relatable.
- Make great use of what is accessible to you. You can use
your friends and/or family, your neighborhood, your city.
Use your network to also shoot in unusual places, places
with great lighting and nice interior design.
- Consider trading off with trying to find models. You can
offer to give visuals to people you would like to shoot in
exchange for posing for you.
- Keep an eye on what is trending. Watch the news.
- Anticipate shooting prior to holidays. Companies plan
their campaigns months in advance. A Christmas
campaign would be planned as early as September so,
send your holiday images 3 months prior to the holiday.
Use your calendar to set yourself reminders.

Technical Specifications
Minimum resolution of 1920 x 1080
We accept both HD and 4K video clips. Clips can be anywhere from full HD up to 4K. Please do not submit
any 720 content.
Minimum resolution of 1920 x 1080
Phones and DSLR videos are accepted
Clips should be between 5-30 seconds long
Please remove all audio before exporting
The footage can not contain any logos, branding or trademarked items
People should also have a signed release form attached with the footage
Export trimmed footage as H.264.MOV files at a very high-quality setting

Length:
Minimum Clip Length: 5 Seconds
Maximum Clip Length: 60 seconds
Recommended Clip Length: 20-30 seconds
Maximum file size 2GB

How buyers will find
your videos

Buyers search for content by typing keywords. Make
sure you add them when uploading them to the library.
-Add a title
- Only add relevant keywords: descriptive keywords ad
conceptual keywords.
- Also, add Location keywords as well as a general image
descriptors.

Cover yourself: Get
releases
In order for your footage to be published for commercial
purposes, you must get permission from your model
even if the model is a family member or a friend.
This is a very important document that allows you to sell
your work.
We will not accept your image without a proper release.
You can download a release from our website.

Property releases: If you are shooting a recognizable
property, or some landscapes like National parks you
also need a property release, permission from the
property owner.
You can also download a property release form from
our website.

Trademark
We do not accept footage that depicts trademarked
items. Make sure you avoid logos and items subject to
copyright law.

Footage submission
It is easy to submit your videos to PICHA. Refer to step
by step document
Once the content has been submitted, it will be
reviewed by our team.
Our curation team will look at the size of your videos,
the technical and aesthetic quality of your videos,
commercial appeal, and the release forms ( when
necessary).
Once videos are approved they will appear on the
website. Rejected videos be deleted from our server.

Getting paid
The royalty for videos sold on PICHA is 50% of the
price paid by the buyer.

We make royalty payments using
mainly Xoom, PayPal, or Wave.

Other resources

You can send you question anytime to info@pichastock.com

www.pichastock.com

